Sanitary Ware Manufacture

We relying on local high-quality clay resource, by geographical days, and the unique
diligence and wisdom, make the modern technology and traditional craft together, today, has
accounted for an area of 100,000 square meters area, specializing production plant, set up
hundreds of automated machinery and manual monitoring dual-mode sanitary product line
becoming the largest bathroom production facility
"Our people" believe "facilitate their machines before doing a good job." Since the start at the
beginning, enterprises grasp planning, as soon as possible to create a good environment to
meet the needs of large scale production, create brand and vigorously strengthen brand
building and take the brand-name, and famous mark path, to form a driving effect
of the brand and promote businesses development; and innovation, on the basis of
collaborating with research institutions, constantly introducing and absorbing advanced
technology and qualified personnel advanced production equipment, further improve
enterprise independent research and development of innovative capability, relying on
scientific and technological progress, within the strong quality strict supervision combine with
sanitary products quality new standards implementation companies step up internal quality
control and actively import the ISO9001 quality system certification for enterprise
development inject fresh blood,

Seat Cover manufacture

Our manufacture was established in 1992 is one of the leading factories in Country
which manufacturing of plastic toilet seat covers, water tank fittings, bathroom and kitchen
accessories. We have 1200 employees with 120 very technical engineers and designers in our
factory. We have the most advanced tool design CAD system, over 60 sets CNC/EDM tool
making machine and 300 sets computer control injection molding machine. We yearly produce
and sale 9,600,000 sets seat covers and water tank fittings, and mass production for sanitary
ware fittings.
For the best quality & quantity production, Products passed the International Standard
of IS09001:2000, was approved by the Ceramic Association as “Country Well-known Brand”
which is the first enterprise own the honor in the sanitary ware fitting manufacturers and was
authorized by the National Building Materials The main production enterprise.

Flush Valve Manufacture

Established in 1995， WDI is a Sino-American international Sanitary ware accessories
leading provider. With headquartered in Xiamen, four mainly marketing centers in Xiamen,
Hong Kong, America and Switzerland and couples of branched around the world.
As a leading and Asia‘s largest Sanitary ware accessories solutions， WDI is aiming to
provide the world-class Sanitary ware accessories solutions for worldwide enterprises and
ordinary customers. Currently, our product line covers fill/flush valve, toilet seats, concealed
cistern, wall-hung tank, electronic sensor and others. Over the years, WDI always adhere to
self R&D, winning more than 300 domestic and foreign patents. Product quality and innovation
ability has reached the international advanced level with customers throughout the world.

